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PREFACE 

This paper was written in early 1983, over a year ago, and distributed 
in "draft" to a fairly large group of researchers and practitioners working 
with dynamic pipeline theories. Much of the material had also been pre- 
sented at the Second Annual Logistics Capability Assessment Symposium held 
at the USAF Academy, the 50th Military Operations Research Symposium held 
at the US Naval Academy, and the Seventh Airpower Symposium held at the Air 
University. 

The ideas in the paper were somewhat new and, it turned out, contro- 
versial. The Dyna-METRIC model, developed by the Rand Corporation, was 
being widely implemented, courses were being set up, and numerous officers 
were being schooled in its application. We, in effect, said: "Whoa! It 
gives wrong results insofar as it is used (with its 'standard' data base) 
to predict the readiness of a Tactical Fighter Wing." Various respondents 
raised many questions, many of them just semantic; but we tried to respond 
in all cases and held off on going public while we checked out some addi- 
tional aspects. That didn't take a year,  but the press of other projects 
caused the manuscript to languish, a procrastination which could be ration- 
alized by saying that most of the key players had been informed of the 
content. Nevertheless, the time has come to publish a "for the record" 
copy and make it more broadly available. 

We have found little reason to change our original text, although minor 
editing has been done. We want, however, to make our caveat with regard to 
semantics. In the report, our words tend to link the model (Dyna-METRIC) 
and its data base and treat them as an entity. To the extent that the tern 
Dyna-METRIC refers to the present computer programs implemented within the 
Air Force and to the extent it requires a specific set of data (which may 
be flawed in many ways), we think the shorthand phraseology is justified. 
To those who want to use the term Dyna-METRIC to refer to general dynamic 
pipeline theory, all future computer programs based on that theory, and to 
all possible improvements in the data bases to support the programs, or to 
just the computer model itself excluding the data base, our usage will seem 
narrow. The reader may choose as he wishes. We hope our intent will not be 
misperceived: we are dealing only with present implementations and their 
data bases and have "arbitrarily" treated them as a package. We trust the 
reader will be sophisticated enough to separate the model and the data if 
he feels a need to do so. We will reserve our judgments on future implemen- 
tations and their data bases until they appear on the scene as actual or 
proposed implementations. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper serves two main purposes and several minor ones.    The 
dominant theme arises out of our continuing search for techniques to 
assess combat readiness of tactical  fighter wings with regard to the 
supply support they are provided.    How can we make that assessment 
economically, effectively, and correctly?    We have recently found a 
framework -- the so-called Supply-Readiness Space -- within which it 
is relatively easy to portray the detailed supply picture for repar- 
able parts and show how the picture changes as dynamic shifts occur 
in stock levels, sortie rates, and repair times.    The first objective, 
to which we devote considerable space, is explicating the properties 
of the S-R Space so that it may be used in the second objective of 
the report, namely to show that the peacetime condition of a Wing may 
be estimated and portrayed in the S-R Space through a novel  use of 
routinely collected MICAP data.    The initial  data points when coupled 
with a full  understanding of S-R Space dynamics, permit an easy-to- 
obtain understanding of combat capability projection for the Wing 
and, of course,  its limitations. 

The prevalent technique for readiness assessment for the past 
several years has been the computer model  named "Dyna-METRIC," which 
has been developed by the Rand Corporation.    The model   requires a 
great deal  of input data which has been generally obtained from the 
D029 data base.    The data base is relatively static,  for it is up- 
dated only annually.    Both Dyna-METRIC and MICAP estimates meet in 
the S-R Space so the question inevitably arises:    Do they give the 
same results and lead to the same conclusions?    We show data for two 
tactical  fighter wings which compares the two approaches.    The re- 
sults are clearly, even dramatically different. 

In our present tentatively held views,  the MICAP approach directly 
captures influences and factors which Dyna-METRIC does not and does 
so by using a more economical, time-sensitive, and accurate data base 
than D029.    The report comments at some length on possible reasons 
for the different results and suggests still others which need to be 
researched. 

It is obviously important to make a correct judgment on which 
is the best way to pursue readiness assessment in the future:    MICAP 
estimates, Dyna-METRIC, or both?    The Air Force Logistics Command 
has been moving ahead at full  speed for the past year in developing 
Dyna-METRIC as the centerpiece of their very important and much 
needed Combat Analysis Capability.    Our results, as reported herein, 
were briefed to AFLC as soon as they were obtained and AFLC has been 
continually udpated ever since.    They intend to implement the esti- 
mates we propose in parallel with Dyna-METRIC and continually to 
assess their relative merits and contributions. 
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I.    BACKGROUND AND  INTRODUCTION 

Dyna-METRIC, developed by the RAND Corporation,  is a contemporary 

computer model  that 1s becoming more and more widely used in logistics 

studies throughout the Air Force.    It was designed and is used to predict 

the probability distributions of aircraft reparable spares in the repair 

pipelines when the spare-part demands and the repair process are functions 

of time.    A transition from a low-flying to a high-flying rate could occur, 

for instance, when a Tactical Fighter Wing goes into a wartime surge after 

pursuing a less intense level  of peacetime training flying.      The repair of 

the broken parts also may be sped up when the surge begins, making it, too, 

a time-dependent process.    By knowing the distributional properties of each 

of the several  hundred kinds of reparable parts (NSNs) that go into a 

fighter aircraft, an analyst can in principle obtain many kinds of useful 

information: 

(1) On the planning side, the model can process estimates 
of future break-rate and repair-time data to determine 
the probability, NSN by NSN, that a given stock level 
for each NSN will be adequate for a specified wartime 
flying program. Clearly, this kind of information 
permits the design of an "authorized stock" that will 
meet the needs of a combat scenario to whatever level 
of "insurance" is desired. 

(2) Another use of the model   lies in exploring ways to 
improve the responsiveness of the repair system itself 
and to express the benefits in terms of reduced number 
of "holes" in the supported Wing's aircraft. 

(3) Yet another application of Dyna-METRIC has been readi- 
ness assessment based on availability of reparable item 
stocks.    Using the break-rate, repair-time, and actual 
owned stock data of a Wing, the probabilistic statements 
that can be made about stock adequacy provide a means 
of assessing how well the Wing can do under various 
scenarios. 



The validity of each of the above applications depends on how well 

the model  and the data that drive it produce valid and useful  results. 

If the model  fits what goes on in the real world of supply and maintenance, 

if its underlying assumptions are met, and if the large amount of data it 

requires are accurately and correctly obtained, then its output and the 

inferences based on that output should be useful  indeed. 

While developing a PACAF-unique model built on the same precepts as 

Dyna-METRIC and while using Dyna-METRIC itself in numerous applications, 

we continually have revisited the critical  questions: 

t   Does the model  fit the circumstances being studied? 

• Are the underlying assumptions met? 

• Are the input data correct? 

We have found no broad and easy answers.    Nevertheless, we have felt 

reasonably comfortable in using the model  for some planning applications, 

for some functional  behavior discussions, and for some parametric explora- 

tions.    We have always felt least comfortable about using Dyna-METRIC 

in readiness assessment applications simply because our answers to these 

questions have to be hedged.    Of them all, we worry most about the validity 

of the data base in readiness assessments. 

Most present-day applications of Dyna-METRIC within the tactical  air 

forces (TAF)  draw on a worldwide data base used in D029--the process which 

is used for determining War Readiness Supply Kits (WRSK) or Base Level 

Self-Sufficiency Spares (BLSS) to be used in wartime. 

That data base is itself derived from another--D041.    Each data com- 

pilation contains huge amounts of information.    To run Dyna-METRIC for a 

PACAF unit, for instance, requires the following data: 



INPUT DATA 

FOR THE WING: 

• A FLYINQ PROGRAM 

• PAA 

• SORTIE RATE (BASED ON CALENDAR DAYS) 
• SORTIE DUnATION 

FOR EACH OF 30J NSNj: 

• INITIAL STOCK LEVEL 

• AVERAGE DEMANDS PER FLYING HOUR 

• PROBABILITY OF BASE REPAIR 

• REPAIR CYCLE TIME IN BASE REPAIR 

• PROBABILITY OF CIRF REPAIR 

• ADMINISTRATIVE ANO ROUND-TRIP TRAVEL TIME TO THE CIRF 

• REPAIR CYCLE TIME AT THE CIRF 

• PROBABILITY OF BEI^IG SENT TO DEPOT FOR REPAIR 

• ADMINISTRATIVE AND ROUND-TRIP TRAVEL TIME TO THE DEPOT 

• DEPOT REPAIR CYCLE TIME 

• QUANTITY PER AIRCRAFT 

We have in PACAF four different kinds of fighter aircraft, each of 

which must have its own data base.    Estimating each input quantity for each 

NSN is no trivial   task.    In many cases the spare-part demands occur infre- 

quently,  giving rise to a severe sample-size problem which makes the esti- 

mates very uncertain.    Many of the data  items are neither routinely nor 

easily available from standard reporting systems and are often estimated 

by small-sample peeks or, even more blatantly, assigned "nominal" values. 

Depot "Order and Ship times" in our PACAF data base, a wery important set 

of numbers,  it turns out, are almost all  nominal  values.    Collecting all 

data into a worldwide base can, to some extent, ameliorate the sample-size 

problem by combining data  from PACAF, TAC, and USAFE.    That process,  how- 

ever, wipes out PACAF-unique information, or USAFE-unique information, and 

treats each as a hybrid.    The break-rate data are based on 15-month running 

averages, again in the interest of gaining a larger sample-size,  again at 

the cost of hiding late-breaking trend information.    Aside from the formi- 

dable problems of estimating the needed data from small  samples, just plain 

old errors also occur.    In our own experience with developing and using 

Dyna-METRIC data bases, we have found that the underlying information may 
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be routinely reported but there is little, if any, continual attention 

given to error-detection, cross-checking, and auditing that is needed to 

produce a valid data base. 

All of the potential limitations, to whatever extent they exist, can 

be tolerated for some applications more than others. In planning for WRSK 

and BLSS, we need to look at least a year ahead and do so on data which 

may be a year old. We may not like it, but there is no alternative. And 

the results even may not be too bad. The uncertainties of the future and 

the details of the actual scenario are large enough so that the data base 

uncertainties are considerably mitigated. Of even greater comfort when 

designing a WRSK or BLSS is the sure knowledge that the stochastic nature 

of demands will, in the actual event, really determine whether a kit 

measures up or not. Finally, the inherent flexibility of a tactical 

fighter wing can make up shortfalls by cannibalization in the near term, 

and one can hope that logistics crisis management will respond to the 

really bad errors in the longer term. In any case, the planned (i.e., 

authorized) levels of stock are set high enough so that a stock "disaster" 

is not very probable. Whatever problems are caused by prediction errors 

are pretty much swamped out by the insurance stock that is allotted. Con- 

sequently, when Dyna-METRIC is used in planning/design applications, it 

operates in a context which assumes that all parts will be well behaved, 

that the design levels of stock will be made available to the Wing, that 

the "insurance" levels will cover most estimating errors, and that logistics 

crisis management will deal with others. 

In readiness assessment, on the other hand, we do not necessarily deal 

with well-behaved systems that function according to planning data. The 

real-world of supply which we are trying to assess is filled with maverick 



NSNs which for one reason or another do not behave as planned.    The maver- 

icks, as one would expect, are the ones that greatly influence a Wing's 

overall  readiness.    Consequently, any scheme pretending to readiness assess- 

ment must focus on the maverick NSNs, not on the well-behaved ones.    There 

is, at the very least, a reasonable doubt as to whether a worldwide data 

base that is based on long-duration running averages and is updated only 

once a year contains relevant and timely information on the maverick parts. 

Our going-in assumption for the past several years has been that the 

D029 data base  is  inappropriate for readiness assessment.    But how to test 

its adequacy or inadequacy has long eluded us. 

Recently,  however, we have been exploring ways of presenting Dyna- 

METRIC results in comprehensive, easily understood ways.    Some early results 

were presented at the Air University's Seventh Airpower Symposium on 1 March 

1983,  held at Maxwell AFB, and at the 1983 Logistics Capability Assessment 

Symposium on 16 March 1983, held at the US Air Force Academy (ref 1).    As 

often happens, a new way of looking at model  outputs can trigger a new 

approach to getting the same information.    In the present case, we recog- 

nized that Dyna-METRIC outputs for peacetime could be independently esti- 

mated from the MICAP data base.    Each method of making the estimates  is 

equally valid theoretically;  and if the two data sets are consistent (and 

the model  correct as well), they should give the same results.    Thus, we 

have found a way of "testing" the Dyna-METRIC (DM) model/D029 data base 

in a readiness-assessment role.    In a portion of the remainder of this 

report, we will  show extensive data which  says that DM/D029 fails the 

test. 

In a fundamental way,  however, the development of Supply-Readiness 

(S-R) Space as a framework to portray and assess readiness is a more 
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important result than the mere testing of DM/D029. That test is just 

analytic fallout in the process of searching for better models. Within 

the S-R space, it is easy to visualize all of the principal behavior of 

supply that is captured by Dyna-METRIC. The S-R space makes it quite 

easy for those who set policy and make decisions to get a comprehensive 

and detailed grasp of what is going on and asks the right questions about 

real-world manipulations of the the supply process. Equally important, 

theoreticians and all those who would improve existing models can use the 

S-R space with good effect in posing various tests or modeling alterna- 

tives. A number of these issues are also touched on in this report. 



II.    THE SUPPLY-READINESS SPACE 

The framework within which we will eventually compare the D029 and 

MICAP data bases is the diagram shown in Figure 1 below.    It is also a 

convenient framework for portraying all  the principal  results of the Dyna- 

METRIC model. 

Figure 1 

The Supply-Readiness Space 

EEO  S 

The name S-R Space is perhaps a little pretentious, but it's the best 

we've come up with and it does describe what we're up to. 

In order to draw the space -- i.e., draw the curves showing the rela- 

tionship between expected pipeline quantity (EPQ), stock levels (SL), and 

expected back orders (EBO) -- we need make only one assumption. That assump- 

tion is that the number of each NSN in the repair line is described by a 

Poisson distribution. A more detailed elaboration in Appendix A shows 

inter alia that the Poisson assumption, itself, is not very important in 

the region of interest. 



Since the Dyna-METRIC model   itself intrinsically asserts that pipe- 

line quantities are Poisson distributed, it follows that the output of any 

Dyna-METRIC model  run can be plotted in the S-R space.    One such plot is 

given in Figure 2.    Each NSN, i.e., each reparable LRU,  is plotted according 

to its EPQ and SL coordinates.    The EPQ for each was determined by a Dyna- 

METRIC run, and the SL was extracted from PACAF reports.    The Dyna-METRIC 

input data were taken from the extant D029 data base.    Day 0,  in our 

terminology, refers to a steady-state, peacetime training flying program 

of 0.6 sortie per PAA per calendar day.    We have shown only the top 50 

highest-EBO parts in the interest of clarity, although data were available 

for 302 LRUs.    All  those not shown have EBOs less than all  that are 

shown. 

Figure 2 

SlhTFW, DAY 0, ACTUAL STOCK 

Each of the fifty NSNs plotted is in some sense a bad actor.    To so 

label  them, we should say what constitutes a good actor,  i.e., a well-behaved 

part.    An EBO of 0.1 -- which at the scale shown is hard to distinguish from 
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the X-axis itself -- implies a stock effectiveness of about 90^ if by stock 

effectiveness we mean the percentage of times a request for the NSN is 

filled by the stock clerk. A stock effectiveness of 90% is a reasonable 

objective for each NSN but is not at all high. An EBO of 1.0 implies a 

stock effectiveness of 50%...which is clearly poor performance...and says 

the stock is inadequate to the Wing's needs. 

The picture portrayed in Fioure 2 is not a favorable one, especially 

when one recalls that it represents peacetime training flying for a 48-PAA 

wing and that the SLs are the combined POS and BLSS levels. Altogether the 

DM computation predicts nearly 60 holes in the Wing's assigned aircraft due 

to unavailable parts. Were cannibalization prohibited, almost every aircraft 

would have a part missing, for parts generally break only when aircraft are 

flown and multiple breaks are not all that common. Obviously the consequence 

of a no-cann policy would be an intolerable NMCS rate. So cannibalization 

must be a way of life in such a Wing.  In an actual Wing, enough cannibali- 

zation is done (if possible) so that sufficient aircraft are available to 

produce adequate sorties for the flying training schedule. If the Wing is 

also determined to get as many aircraft into a mission-capable (MC) condition 

as possible -- as could be its goal in wartime -- it will attempt to canni- 

balize until it is not possible to reduce the NMCS status of its fleet any 

further. 

The minimum NMCS condition occurs when all of the holes have been 

moved into the "smallest" group whose size is determined by the one NSN 

which creates the most holes. There is no way to fill a worst-part hole 

without creating another hole. If we think of the group of worst parts 

as stochastically competing with each other to determine which NSN gets 

the worst part title, it will usually turn out that there's not much of a 



contest.    The NSN which is just a little worse than the others usually wins. 

(See Appendix B.)    It's therefore easy to tell  from the S-R diagram which 

NSN win be the dominant bad actor:    it is most probably the one with the 

highest EBO expectation.    If there are several  NSNs having about the same 

EBO values, one or another will win; and the computed expected NMCS will be 

a little higher than for any of them alone. 

Although the worst part sets the lowest NMCS that can be achieved, the 

Wing may not choose to strive for that lowest NMCS value, or may not be 

able to reach it for want of manpower to do the cannibalizations. Even so, 

the goal to which the Wing can aspire is still a useful analytic construct. 

We call it the minimum-bound (or min-bound) NMCS or occasionally, following 

RAND terminology,  the NMCS  (100% cann). 

From Figure 2, then, we get at a glance: 

0    The total  number of holes 

0    The one NSN (or small  set of NSNs) that determines 
the min-bound NMCS 

0    The value of the probable min-bound NMCS 

0    A good feel  for how much an individual  NSN's stock 
level  must be augmented to move it out of contention 
for "worst actor".    (Adding stock moves the point 
vertically to a new SL curve.) 

0    How many are left to be dealt with when the worst 
bad actors have been fixed. 

We can also obtain an estimate of how many canns per day are required 

to keep the NMCS at or near its minimum bound.*    Nevertheless,  it is  impor- 

tant to judge whether a Wing can do the necessary canns if one is trying 

to gauge whether it can produce its sortie objective. 

*Note added (May 84):    The subject of estimating cannibalization from the 
same kinds of data used by DM turned out to be a very large subject in its 
own right.    A thorough treatment has been worked out and a separate paper 
has been written. 
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Well, that pretty much portrays the major results of a Dyna-METRIC 

run and shows with considerable clarity the overall driving factors and 

NSNs that determine the unit's stock adequacy. 

It doesn't show, in the single diagram, what happens when the Wing 

goes into a combat surge.    That can be done by making another Dyna-METRIC 

run to determine the EPQs, NSN by NSN, for the surge day in question and to 

plot them.    Figure 3 shows such a plot for Day 10 of a 3.0* surge, and also 

repeats the pre-surge data for ease of comparison.    The holes have sky- 

rocketed up to about 270 and the min-bound NMCS has moved up to the neigh- 

borhood of 20 (in a 48-PAA wing!).    The dominant part may be determined 

just as before. 

FIGURE 3 

8th TFW, DAY 0, ACTUAL STOCK 

3       10       12       M 

PIPELINE 

4 8th TFW, DAY 10, ACTUAL STOCK 

2S3.44  Holes 
rr;: of Total 

S      10      12 

PIPELINE 

Up to this point, we have done nothing but plot Dyna-METRIC outputs, 

NSN by NSN, and give a simple rule for determining the min-bound NMCS. 

Has that moved us ahead?    Yes, to some extent.    The picture of how the NSNs 

*3.0 sorties per aircraft per day. 
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look relative to one another is useful, as is the sense of how much stock 

is needed to improve each NSN. 

To move ahead and free ourselves from total reliance on the computer, 

and on the D029 data base, we take two more steps: 

0 The first is to describe the dynamic movement of 
the plot as we move from peacetime through a surge 
operation, and to do it without an extensive data 
base or computer manipulations. 

0 The second is to find an alternate method of esti- 
mating the S-R plot for the peacetime critical 
parts. 

When these two steps have been accomplished, we will essentially have all 

the insights obtainable from the model without having to run a computer 

to process all that data. 
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III. S-R SPACE DYNAMICS 

This section will develop a few simple, easy to apply rules-of-thumb 

for estimating how each MSN's point moves in the S-R Space when the stock 

levels and the demand/repair process are perturbed. The perturbation 

could be due to a sudden increase in sortie rate as was illustrated in 

the pages just past; or it could be due to a change in the repair times for 

some NSNs, possibly higher, possibly lower; or due to changes in the break 

rates for some NSNs. We could make a Dyna-METRIC computer run for para- 

metric variable changes, but it is far easier and far more powerful to 

understand what happens functionally to the results as the inputs change. 

The rules set out below help us fully understand what happens and even why 

it happens. The results are somewhat approximate, but judgments rarely 

require precise numbers as such. 

In giving the rules-of-thumb below, we concentrate on stating them 

simply and defer technical discussion to Appendix A. 

Rule 1: Changes in Stock Level 

Adding to or taking away stock causes the NSN's 
point to jump along a vertical line through the 
present EPQ. 

Rule 2: Changes in EPQ 

When the EPQ changes, with the SL constant, the 
point for the NSN is constrained to move on its 
constant SL "track". 

Other than stock level changes, all other perturbations cause changes 

in the pipeline quantity. In each case, whether the change is due to 

sortie rate, to a different break rate, to an improvement (or worsening) 

of the repair time, the EPQ will eventually stabilize at a new value after 
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a long enough time.    We will  soon discuss how long "long enough" is, but 

first we estimate the new value of the EPQ. 

Rule 3:    Estimating A New Stationary-State EPQ 
The eventual  final  value of the EPQ is proportional 
to the initial  value and to the ratio of the parame- 
ter change that caused the perturbation: 

Example:    Sortie rate is doubled. 

Eventual  EPQ = Initial  EPQ x 2 

Example:    Repair cycle time is cut in half. 

Eventual  EPQ = Initial  EPQ x 1/2 

(Note:    If both changes occurred concurrently, they would cancel each other.) 

The question arises:    How long does  it take for the pipeline  to  settle 

down to its new "stable" value?    We use the term "settling time" to denote 

the duration of the transient period.    The value of the settling time 

depends upon the pipeline dynamics and thus may be different for each NSN. 

An NSN repaired on base with an RCT of 3 days has a settling time  of 3 days 

approximately;  an NSN repaired at the CIRF (10 day RCT) has a settling time 

of 10 days approximately; if it is repaired partly at the base and partly 

at the CIRF,  it will  settle in two steps,  first at 3 days and finally at 

10 days; and so forth.    Without introducing excessive error, one can use an 

overall  settling time between the two, about in proportion to the fraction 

repaired at each.    A   proportional  rule such as this one is no trouble to 

apply, but it does require additional  information about each NSN -- an 

estimate of the settling time. 

Rule 4:    Changes in Pipeline During Transient Period 
At intermediate times during the transient period, 
the EPQ moves from its initial  value toward its 
final  value proportional  to the ratio of "time 
into the transient" divided by the "settling time." 
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Applying all  these rules is easy:    Pick the initial  EPQ; estimate 

the eventual  "stabilized" EPQ from rule 3; estimate the EPQ for the time 

in question by moving along the interval  between the initial  and eventual 

EPQs proportional   to the ratio of the time-into-the-transient vis-a-vis 

the settling time. 

When one is looking at an S-R diagram, it is almost no trouble at all 

to form a mental  picture of what will  happen to the NSNs as external  forces 

act on the supply system.    Precision is rarely needed when the objective is 

to think your way through a potential change in the supply system.    By under- 

standing and applying these simple rules of supply dynamics in the S-R space, 

we are able not only to discuss and define supply problems in cogent ways, 

we can also come pretty close to the answers.    In a very real way,  the S-R 

space provides the constructs to define in simple terms some pretty complex 

problems. 

An example of such an application is the following demonstration that 

leads to a conclusion important enough to call a principle. The statement 

is so obvious in S-R space terms that it becomes almost self-evident. 

Principle: The only NSNs which can seriously hurt the readiness 
of a Wing are those with high pipeline quantities. 

First, we note that a zero SL creates the worst case for causing EBOs. 

(It's the "highest" SL line along the EBO scale.) Second, we note that 

EBOs are never greater than the corresponding EPQ, and therefore low EPQ 

items are necessarily low EBO items. If there are a lot of these, they 

do contribute to the total number of holes in the Wing's aircraft and are 

therefore irritants in that they increase the number of canns that need to 

be done. Even so, they never individually become dominant and determine the 

min-bound NMCS which ultimately limits the unit's combat capability. In 
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pursuing these lines of thought, we are led to another observation which 

we also elevate to the principle level. 

Principle: The dominant NSNs in a surge are those which have 
high peacetime EPQs. 

Because of Rule 2, high EPQ NSNs enjoy a kind of multiplier effect over 

low EPQ NSNs. As a parallel to the old saying "the rich get richer," the 

supply analogy during a surge is "the bad ones get badder"...and emphat- 

ically so! Suppose that the data are such that the EPQ for an NSN doubles 

during the surge. If the EPQ was 10 to start, it becomes 20; and if the 

EBO value is in the straightline portion of the track, the surge will add 

10 more holes. If the EPQ had been only 2 at the start, it would move only 

to 4; and, even though doubling, the "holes" will at most increase by 2. 

Thus, the multiplier effect leads us to concentrate a lot of attention on 

high EPQ parts when we're assessing readiness simply because they are the 

ones with the greatest potential as troublemakers. 

This can be seen in Figure 4 where the two charts of Figure 3 have 

been combined to illustrate the above effects. The initial plots (peace- 

time, 0.6 sortie rate) are shown by the squares, and the surge plots (day 

10, 3.0 sortie rate surge) are shown by the triangles. Each member of a 

pair is connected to the other. 

The group of points in the region of 3-to-4 EPQ transforms into the 

points lying in the range of 9-to-12 EPQ. The group with an EPQ around 6 

moves into the group with EPQs from 18-to-20. (We show here only the top 12 

NSNs to keep the diagram uncluttered.) The ratio of EPQs in all cases is 

about a factor of 3. All of these NSNs are predominantly repaired at the 

depot (RCT and settling time approximately 22 days); although a portion are 

repaired at the CIRF (settling time approximately 10 days) for an overall 
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average repair time for each of about 20 days. Hence, the EPQ grows by 

about a factor of 3. 

Figure 4 
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Aside from illustrating the rules-of-thumb and the surge dynamics, 

we could also recognize here that the depot response shapes the 8TFW min- 

bound surge NMCS almost completely. Local- and CIRF-repaired NSNs are not 

among the critical ones. 

The two triangles without an "origin" illustrate the caveat we made 

earlier. We had limited the tables from which these plots were made to 

the "top-50" troublesome NSNs. The two triangles were plotted without an 

origin because they weren't in the top 50 before the surge began . . . 

yet here they have moved into the top 12. This illustrates again the 

multiplier effect. These two NSNs had enough stock (POS & BLSS combined) 

to be benign under the peacetime flying rate, although they must have 

been marginal. Nevertheless, they were active; and under the additional 
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stress of the surge, the pipeline quantities went way above the available 

stock.    Even though in this instance they did not dominate the overall 

picture -- the two NSNs that determined the min-bound NMCS in peacetime 

stayed dominant through the surge -- it didn't have to be that way.    Con- 

sequently, when assessing a Wing's ability to support a surge, we must be 

especially concerned with high EPQ parts whether they cause large peace- 

time EBOs or not. 
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IV.    AN ALTERNATIVE METHOD  OF  ESTIMATING PEACETIME  S-R PLOTS 

Now that predicting how points meander in the S-R space is well  in 

hand, we turn to the second task:    How to estimate the peacetime S-R plot 

for a real-world unit without using the Dyna-METRIC model  and its associated 

large data base. 

To get an estimate of the peacetime S-R plot, we recognize that it can 

be obtained either: 

(1) By plotting EPQ versus SL and letting the EBOs fall where 

they may, as happens when Dyna-METRIC models calculate the pipeline 

quantities (which is what we have done up to this point) or 

(2) By estimating the EBOs directly from existing MICAP data 

(the estimated EBO along with the SL lets us place a point for each 

NSN in the S-R space) 

The EPQs then fall where they may.    Which we choose to estimate, EPQ or 

EBO,  is just that -- a matter of choice.    We may make the choice according 

to whatever criteria appeal   to us.    In the present instance, we prefer 

estimating EBOs to estimating EPQs because it is simpler to do and the 

data which we need are much more accurately kept and reported. 

A moment's reflection will make it clear that if a unit keeps a care- 

ful monthly record of the hours each NSN causes 0, 1, 2,   .  .   . holes in 

aircraft (and calls the sum the MICAP hours), the average number of holes 

for the month caused by that NSN is given by 

EBO(NSNi)  estimate =    MICAP HOURS FOR THE MONTH for NSNj 
 HOURS IH THE MONTH    . 

This estimate,  in principle,  is  in no way inferior to that obtained 

by the laborious and detailed pipeline calculations of Dyna-METRIC.    If 
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both sets of data were consistent, equally valid, and the model  correct, 

they would have to give the same end result.    If they do not, we must choose 

between them on the basis of judgments concerning which is the more funda- 

mentally correct and accurate predictor. 

Many readers will already have noted that we can't use the MICAPs as an 

estimator for EBOs for NSNs which don't produce MICAPs.    This process can't 

be used, then, to make estimates for every part .   .  . and that is required 

when developing WRSKs and BLSS.    The Dyna-METRIC process or some alternative 

pipeline estimator is then the only recourse.*    But when assessing readiness 

is our objective,  it ^s the MICAP parts that dominate and all  the others 

are of little or no interest.    (As with most firm statements, this one 

needs a caveat:    Certain high-activity NSNs which have marginally adequate 

stock levels  in peacetime can rise to dominance after an extended period of 

surge flying.    The previous section on S-R Space dynamics has conditioned 

us to be alert to all  high activity parts.) 

*The process can be extended to  include parts which cause no MICAP hours yet 
draw from resources beyond POS, such as the WRSK or BLSS.    These parts can 
be identified in MICAP data by their large number of WRM withdrawals.    For 
these parts, an estimate of EBO can be obtained by comparing total  stock 
levels with estimated pipeline quantity.    In this case, pipeline quantity 
must be estimated from supply data (add up due-ins from maintenance, other 
due-ins,  units awaiting parts,  units  in transit, etc).    This value of 
peacetime EPQ can then be used for extrapolations to surge conditions. 
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V.    A COMPARISON OF DYNA-METRIC/D029 RESULTS  WITH MICAP  ESTIMATES OF EBOs 
[18th Tactical  Fighter Wing (18TFW)] 

In this section, we will  contrast the Dyna-METRIC/D029 plots in the 

S-R Space with those alternatively obtained by estimates based on MICAP- 

hour data.    Observing that they paint very different pictures,  we then 

explore some reasons for the differences. 

A.     18TFM Supply Readiness Assessment from DM/D029 

Figure 5 shows Dyna-METRIC (D029 data)  generated S-R plots for the 72- 

PAA F-15 Wing based at Kadena. 

EBO'S 

Figure 5 
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The plot for a 0.6 peacetime sortie rate looks really good:    There 

are ^ery few holes and the min-bound NMCS would be not more than 5 aircraft, 

By the tenth day of a 3.0 surge, many of the parts, however,  have climbed 

to high  individual  EBOs and collectively produce man/ holes  in tne  flaet. 

The min-bound NMCS is over 20 aircraft. 
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B. 18TFW Supply Readiness Assessment Estimates from MICAP Data 

MICAP data and stock level data were obtained on the dominant trouble- 

makers for the period June 1982 through March 1983. The EBOs, i.e., the 

average number of holes, for each NSN were calculated and plotted in the 

S-R space by pairing each estimate with its stock level for that month. 

The plots are shown in Figure 7. The numbers annotated by the points have 

been arbitrarily assigned to identify the part without having to use the 

full NSN in the diagram. The code is given in Figure 6 and is consistent 

throughout all plots for the Wing. Seven of the NSNs are "XB3" items, which 

means that they are not reparables which fit the model's precepts. Even so, 

we have shown them because they contribute to the MICAPs and it helps to 

size their overall importance. 

The legend "Sum of EBO = " gives the total holes caused by the plotted 

NSNs. The plotted NSNs, however, are not the only ones that caused holes; 

in each month there are other MICAP NSNs as well. Our rule for selecting 

those to be plotted was simply to select all the NSNs that caused more than 

1.0 EBO in any one month. The "total EBO" gives the average number of 

holes due to all the MICAP NSNs, plotted or not. 

Several of the S-R plots also have the legend "Other Parts" which lists 

NSNs that fall outside the plotted region. We could have expanded the plot 

enough to include them, but that would have "squeezed" the presently plotted 

points. The other parts are important because of their high EPQs. Because 

of the multiplier effect, they definitely are candidates for the bad actor 

award during surges. 

Collectively, the plots show a rather high degree of change from month 

to month even though there is also some degree of stability. 
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0    Total  EBOs:    High = 390 (Sep);  Low = 150 (Oct) 

0    It's Interesting that the high and the low occur in adjacent 
months 

0   Min-bound NMCS:    High     35 (Jan); Low     8-10 (Jun) or 10 (Oct) 

0    Sorties ranged over a factor of 2:    844 in Nov to 1841 in Mar. 

We will elsewhere explore the correlation between flown sorties and 

observed EBOs; but for here, we will  note that the straight month-to-month 

correlation does not appear to be very strong. 

In general, the dominant NSNs are the ones with high EPQs, high EBOs, 

or both.    By looking at the monthly plots, we arbitrarily produce a list 

which includes: 

CODE NUMBER NAME 

1 HUD Display Unit 
2 Signal Processor 

23 Radar RCVR 
28 Radar Processor 
29 Radar Transmitter 
33 Control Navigator 
37 D/G Gyro 
43 Power Supply 
49 Ejec, Regulator 
53 Control, Engine 
56 Switch, Sensitivity 
63 Servocyclinder 

It is a simple matter to plot the time behavior of each of these NSNs, 

and this is done in Figure 8 where the numbers beside the points now desig- 

nate the month (Jun/82=6 through Mar/83=3). As can be seen, some NSNs rise 

into prominence, stay there for awhile, then fade into semi-obscurity. The 

plots also show some pretty clear "trends", not just random variations. It 

would be interesting to have the histories that drove these NSNs to those 

particular paths. The histories, however, are not readily available at HQ 

PACAF; they really reside with the AFLC item managers. 
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If we apply the rules-of-thumb developed earlier and suppose the same 

changes in the data as the DM computations*, the S-R plots show that a 10- 

day surge at a 3.0 sortie rate would have a severe impact on the Wing.    The 

EPQs for the dominant parts would be forced to much higher values — a 

factor of 2 or 3 -- so the min-bound NMCS could get very large, as would 

the cannibalizations needed to move the holes into the min-bound NMCS group. 

Both the canns and the NMCS growth could very well prevent the Wing from 

achieving its sortie objectives. 

C.    Comparison of Dyna-METRIC/D029 and MICAP Estimates 

It is clear from the presented data that the two alternative estimates 

of supply readiness yield very different pictures. 

Dyna-METRIC/D029 presents a relatively benign picture in Figure 5.    The 

peacetime flying generates very few holes and the min-bound NMCS is quite 

low.    The 10-day surge picture does show a lot of holes and a moderately 

high min-bound NMCS.    That means pretty clearly that the combined POS and 

WRSK stocks are comfortable but near the margin for peacetime flying. 

The S-R Plots of Figure 7 show a dramatically different picture for 

peacetime flying than does Dyna-METRIC.    The actual  peacetime S-R plots 

obtained from MICAP data look about as bad as the Dyna-METRIC portrayal 

of the tenth surge day.    Of course, if the S-R peacetime plots are extended 

to day 10 by the rules described earlier, the picture is gloomy indeed.* 

*Note added (May 84).    We should have, but did not emphasize in the original 
script that the rules-of-thumb used for DM-type extrapolations may not apply 
to real-world pipelines.    Most simply,  it is possible for a large number of 
pieces of a given NSN to appear in the MICAP SRA plot due to a long-standing 
breakdown of the repair pipeline.    The nature of the "breakdown" can be 
sought once the troublemaker has been identified in the SRA plot and when 
the reason is known, the "correct" way to extrapolate becomes obvious.    This 
is one of the advantages SRA has over DM in readiness assessment.    SRA/MICAP 
discovers the problem and then seeks reasons and consequences.    DM must have 
the reasons input in order to "discover" the problem. 
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Figure 7 
18TFW S-R Plots  (MICAP Data) 
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Figure 7 
18TFW S-R Plots   (MICAP Data) 

(cont'd) 
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Figure 8 
18TFW S-R Plots Individual Parts 
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Figure 8 
18TFW S-R Plots  Individual  Parts 

(cont'd) 
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D. Why Are the Estimates Different? 

In attempting to explain the large difference between the pictures 

portrayed by DM/D029 and MICAP estimates, there are quite a few possible 

factors that need to be discussed. 

1. LRU-SRU Indenture Relationship: 

First, our DM/D029 computer runs have not exercised the full Dyna- 

METRIC model--we have not included that part that manipulates the SRU data 

to estimate the delays in repair because of "awaiting parts." Leaving 

that part of the model out does cause an underestimate of the EPQ for those 

LRUs that depend on SRUs. And, indeed, LRUs having SRUs tend to be the 

critical ones. We have not routinely included the SRU/AWP portion in our 

runs because we have been unsure of the validity of their treatment in the 

computer programs. 

To assess the consequences of this deficiency, we made some esti- 

mates of the maximum contribution of the AWP (Awaiting Parts) to the repair 

pipeline. For some parts, the AWP calculation can nearly double the non-AWP 

pipeline quantity. It is obviously an important part of the problem. The 

discussion here is in doubt because, according to RAND, the DM program 

itself is unreliable in this portion. See Appendix C for details. 

2. Cannot Duplicate: 

Another factor comes from all those removals which the repair shop 

labels as "cannot duplicate" or "CND". Under the reporting rules all CNDs 

are purged from the initial data before they are even reported into the D041 

system which is the parent of D029 data. This "purging" results in an auto- 

matic underestimate of the demand rate insofar as "holes" are concerned: 

the removed LRUs are real even though the LRU may later be labeled "CND" and 
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treated as 1f it never happened.    The end result is that DM/D029 projects an 

EPQ that is too low because the removal  rate has been underestimated. 

We have surveyed the demand data on many of the critical  F-15 LRUs 

and have found that extensive CNDs are common.    Many LRUs have as many or 

more CNDs as the "real" breaks.    We are shaping the data in a form that will 

soon let us demonstrate that fact.    For now,  it appears that this factor can 

contribute a factor of 2 to an EPQ underestimate. 

3.    MICAP Sample Size: 

Another possible difference between DM/D029 and MICAP estimates 

comes from the fact that each MICAP estimate of EBOs has been based on a 

one-month  sample.    As will  be shown  in Appendix D,  that one-month  sample 

appears to be equivalent to between two and five statistically independent 

samples and would therefore show moderate random fluctuations.    Dyna-METRIC, 

on the other hand, bases its prediction of EPQ on essentially an "infinite" 

sample.    The practical   result is that random sampling excursions make the 

MICAP-derived data show more scatter. 

In the absence of any clear bias -- and we don't know of any -- the 

scatter caused by the sampling process should make some points higher,  some 

points lower, while not changing the overall position of the "cloud of 

points" very much.    Since the min-bound NMCS, however, does depend only on 

a single point, or at most a small  group of points, it is susceptible to 

random fluctuations.    Appendix D, which explores the sampling statistics 

of the EBO estimate can help form a useful   "feel" on how much uncertainty 

there may be.    If the estimate appears to be too jumpy due to random effects, 

it is always possible to increase the sample size by pooling two or three 

month's worth of data.    That, of course, will  reduce sensitivity to trend 

detection. 
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4. D029 Timeliness: 

The D029 data base is updated annually.    An immediate consequence 

is that the pipeline portion of the Dyna-METRIC calculation remains effec- 

tively static for the year.    Although the model  can be fed changes in planned 

peacetime flying programs and changes in stock held by the Wing, neither of 

these appears to be as dominant as the factors describing demand rates and 

the repair process which are the principal  content of D029. 

Whether the static nature of the D029 data base can be tolerated can 

be judged by looking at how the S-R plots vary over a year's time. 

5. D029 Averaging: 

The D029 base contains "average"  values  in that (1)  they are based 

on long-term averages, and (2)  the data from PACAF, USAFE, and TAC are 

pooled.    Time trends and theater-unique effects are inevitably suppressed. 

6. D029 "Nominal" Values: 

Many of the values in D029 are not obtained from collected field 

data; they are nominal  values based on guesses.    Depot order-and-ship times 

(OST) which can be really influential  are, more often than not, just nominal 

guesses used for all  NSNs that are repaired at the depot.    Clearly, this 

cannot be correct for all NSNs. 

7. Adequacy of the Model: 

There is not much we can say with assurance about the adequacy of 

the Dyna-METRIC model. Like most models, it can be modified as required, 

at least within broad limits. Nevertheless, there are a couple of areas in 

the model that we have a hunch could be troublesome. We will raise them in 

the form of questions: 
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• Do we ever reach in peacetime the theoretical  peacetime 
"stationary state" on which Dyna-METRIC computer programs 
are based?    Or do the Wing's observables behave more nearly 
like those of a system that is continually in a transient 
condition?* 

• Are the demands,  and by extension the repair pipelines, 
Poisson distributed with a mean-to-variance ratio of 1.0? 
Or do the variances of the "critical" parts (we can ignore 
the non-critical ones) greatly exceed the expected values? 

t    In light of the above, which also could apply to SRUs as 
well  as LRUs,  is the LRU-SRU indenture relationship correctly 
modeled? 

The questions themselves are suggested in large part by the data we 

have been looking at in this report.    All  of the possibilities raised by 

the questions could have very strong effects on Dyna-METRIC output results 

should they turn out to be strongly operative.    If that happens to be the 

case -- and we're not yet sure it is -- the DM model probably could be modified 

to some extent to accommodate them.    Even so,  such model  extension would 

require additional  data to characterize each effect, thereby adding to an 

already complex estimating problem. 

*Note added (May 84).    It turns out that this speculation is the strongest 
factor that leads to the observed differences.    The repair pipeline can and 
does show very strong temporal  perturbations. 
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VI.    COMPARISON OF EBO ESTIMATES [8th Tactical  Fighter Wing (8TFW)] 

We include here, without much comment at the moment a set of data for 

an F-16 Wing of 48 PAA.    The differences between Dyna-METRIC and MICAP 

estimates are not as dramatic as in the F-15 case, but the differences are 

still  significant. 
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Figure   10 
8TFW S-R Plots WCAP Data) 
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Figure   ^Q 

8TFW S-R Plots  (MICAP Data) 

(cont'd) 
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Figure 11 

8TFW S-R Plots (Individual Parts ) 
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VII.    OVERALL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Our comparisons of estimates based on the Dyna-METRIC model  using the 

D029 data base vis-a-vis equivalent estimates based on MICAP data show that 

they portray markedly different pictures. 

Our judgment is that the data drawn from MICAP-based EBO estimates por- 

tray the more nearly correct readiness assessment picture.    The D029 data 

base which is updated only once a year has timeliness problems in tracking 

what is a volatile, changeable picture.    Absolute errors leading to under- 

estimates of both "total   holes" and min-bound NMCS occur because CNDs are 

purged from the low-level  data inputs that eventually feed D029.    Awaiting 

parts (AWP) time is also purged from the low-level   report feed but this  is 

to some extent overcome by Dyna-METRIC's treatment of the LRU-SRU indenture 

relationship.    [The Dyna-METRIC runs portrayed in the main text of this 

report do jTOt include that part of the model.    We have, therefore, biased 

the comparison to a small  extent (less than 50% change in EPQ), as we 

discussed in Appendix C.    This factor alone cannot account for the very 

large observed differences.] 

We have also raised questions about some of the underlying assumptions 

and the mathematical  treatment in the present-day computer programs that imple- 

ment the Dyna-METRIC model, not because we are convinced the model   is wrong, 

but because the S-R plots themselves strongly suggest a time dependency that 

is not presently captured.    These matters require further investigation. 

The S-R Plots can with equal  validity portray either Dyna-METRIC or 

MICAP estimates of EBOs.    They are, in their own right, especially useful 

portrayals of the supply readiness posture of a Wing.    By showing at one 

and the same time the overall  "cloud" of points representing the more 
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critical NSNs, each deficiency in stock levels is immediately apparent.    The 

total  number of holes suffered by a Wing, easily summed and stated, is a 

good measure of the overall stock adequacy.    The highest EBO, i.e.,  the 

"worst" part, gives a clear indication of the min-bound NMCS which is the 

best a Wing can aspire to by doing all the possible cannibalizations.    Rough 

estimates of the daily number of canns needed to maintain the min-bound NMCS 

can also be obtained. 

More importantly,  the S-R plots can be extended through easy approxi- 

mate rules-of-thumb to portray what happens to the unit as changes are 

effected in sortie rate and average repair times.    We call particular atten- 

tion to the "multiplier" effect which emphasizes the importance of high- 

activity parts in affecting a Wing when it surges.    The combination of the 

"multiplier" effect with the "worst-EBO" interpretation that leads to the 

min-bound NMCS gives a very good picture of where the Wing's supply troubles 

will  be found. 

Although the rules-of-thumb are somewhat approximate, a review of how 

the data changes from month-to-month makes it pretty clear that there are 

other,  stronger effects that would make high precision hard to achieve in 

any event. 

The upshot is that for readiness assessment almost all  of the principal 

benefits of Dyna-METRIC can be enjoyed without having to use a computer to 

manipulate the massive amounts of data contained in D029.    A moderately 

skilled manager or commander can read quite well  the S-R plots derived from 

fundamentally more accurate MICAP data and project the plot into the Wing's 

probable wartime surge supply position.    Furthermore, this readiness assess- 

ment can be had without the lag times involved in collecting data and 

formatting it into shape for DM. 
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For these reasons, we think  it appropriate that S-R plots be obtained 

monthly at each TAF Wing, be provided up-line to higher headquarters, and 

ultimately be made a part of AFLC's system for Combat Analysis Capability. 
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Appendix A 

S-R SPACE MATHEMATICS AND PROPERTIES 

The relationship between the expected pipeline quantity (EPQ), the 
stock level (SL), and the expected back orders (EBO) is fully defined by 
the relationship 

00 

Eq (1) EBO =  y kg(SL+k) 
k=l 

when the probability function g(n) has been specified.    In the body of 
this report, we have used the supply-readiness (S-R)  space appropriate to 
the Poisson distribution which has the mathematical  form 

Eq (2) g(n)    =    ^ e"^ ,      n = 0, 1, 2,  ... 
n! 

The parameter, X, is the expected value of the distribution (i.e., "average 
value") and 

q(0) = probability of 0 parts in the repair line 
q(l) =     " "1 part "  " 
g(2) = " "2 parts   
etc. 

The expected value. A, of the distribution is just equation (1) evaluated 
for SL=0. 

Figure A-1 is an  illustration of these relationships.    The top half 
of the illustration shows points representing g(n) for n = 0,1,2,.... 
The expected value equals 2.    A stock level  of 4 is also shown.    The EBO 
is given by lg(5) + 2g(6) + --- and computes to 0.21.    In this case, the 
right hand "tail" of the distribution extends into the region of pipeline 
quantities that exceeds the stock level  and causes holes in aircraft.    A 
higher value of stock level would decrease the expectation and a lower 
stock level would increase it. 
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In the bottom half of the figure, the expected value of the distribu- 
tion is now set at 4.    The distribution has now spread out and has become 
more symmetrical; the most probable value,  (i.e., the max g(n)), now 
occurs at 4. If the stock level   is  still 4, then more of the distribution's 
tail  extends into the "hole" region, actually about half of the distribu- 
tion, and the EBO calculates to be 1.25. 

EBO  S 

Figure A-2 
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For distributions characterized by higher expected values, i.e., by 
higher EPQs, the g(n) with values significantly different from zero will 
cluster in the neighborhood of the EPQ but will stretch out to some extent. 
More and more of the distribution will fall into the "hole" region for a 
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fixed stock level  and the EBOs will  rise correspondingly.    The region where 
the distribution lies on either side of the stock level  gives rise to the 
curved portion of each specific SL curve.    When the distribution lies com- 
pletely in the hole region, i.e. pipeline quantities with significant non- 
zero probabilities lie entirely above the SL, each increment to the EPQ 
causes an equal  increment to the EBO; this is the region of the S-R space 
where the parallel 45-degree lines occur.    In the "45-degree" region, we 
reasonably can say that the behavior is independent of the distribution. 

In the "45-degree region," we have the wonderfully simple relation 

Eq  (3) EPQ    = EBO + SL  . 

This can be verified by appeal   to Figure A-2, but it can also be shown by 
rewriting equation (1): 

CO 

EBO    =    y kg(SL+k) 
k=l 

I        (J-SL)g(j) 
0=SL+1 

I        jg(j) - SL I        g(j) 
j=SL+l        j=SL+l 

^ jg(j) - SL I  g(j) + I  (SL-j)g(j) . 
j=l       j=l     j=l 

Since  I  jg(j) = EPQ and ^ g(j) =1 , 

SL 

Eq (4)        EBO = EPQ - SL + I  (SL-j)g(j) 

Equation (4) is one of the forms shown in the Rand paper* authored by 
Hillestad and Carillo. It is in good computational form by virtue of the 

*Models and Techniques for Recoverable Item Stockage When Demand and the 
Repair Process are Nonstationary — Part I: Performance Measurement, 
N-14Bif-AH, May 198U, The Rand Corporation 
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finite sum, but is also serves 
of the S-R space is that where 

our present purpose.    The  "45-degree region" 

g(0) ^g(l) ^ ... ^g(SL) ^0 

i.e., where most of 
of the stock level. 
tion (3)  follows. 

the non-zero part of the 
The finite sum vanishes 

distribution is to 
for this condition 

the 
and 

right 
equa- 

As an abstraction, then, we could look upon a fundamental  S-R space as 
one consisting of only 45-degree lines originating from the EPQ equal  to 
the labeling SL as in Figure A-3.    This space is represented by the case of 
a spike pipeline quantity function. 

Figure A-3 

SPIKE DISTRIEUTIOH;   yTM» e 

EBO 
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EXPECTED PIPELINE QUflHTlTY <EPQ) 

Other distributions which do not match the fundamental space will 
produce the curved portion that fillets the angles of the fundamental 
space. The shape of the filleting curve depends a great deal on the 
variance of the distribution, i.e., upon its spread around its average 
value. Figures A-4a through A-4d show some examples. 
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Appendix B 

OBSERVATIONS ON MIN-BOUND NMCS 

The probability distribution for the lowest possible value of NMCS 
which can be achieved by performing all  needed cannibalizations can be 
obtained rather straightforwardly.    Hillestad and Carillo of the Rand 
Corporation derive it as follows*: 

Denote the probability that the jth NSN causes k or fewer back- 
orders by Pj(BO - k) and note that 

Eq (1) Pj(BO ^ k) 
SL+k n 

g(n) where g(n) = JEPQ) p-EPQ . 
n! .V 

Under the assumption that the NSNs are independent, the probability 
that all NSNs have k or fewer backorders is 

Eq (2)    P(Min-Bound NMCS ^ k) = n pj(BO ^ k) . 
3 

where the product is taken over all  NSNs.    Finally, the probability 
density function is given by 

Eq  (3) P(Min-Bound NMCS = k)  = P(Min-Bound NMCS ^ k) 

- P(Min-Bound NMCS ^ k-1). 

When one thinks of the several  hundred NSNs that constitute the reparable 
parts in an aircraft, the min-bound NMCS seems hard to visualize because 
it depends on all  of them.    Actually, however, the function is usually 
quite simple because the "worst" part, or at most a small  group of "worst" 
parts, completely dominates the others.    We have expressed it elsewhere 
by noting that 100% cannibalization can be thought of as a process of 
trying to move all  the holes into the smallest possible number of aircraft. 
At any given point in time, the smallest possible number is determined by 
the one (possibly two or three) NSN which creates the most holes.    The 
worst part determines the min-bound NMCS simply because there is no way 
to fill  a worst-part hole without making some other aircraft NMCS. 

Thus,  the min-bound NMCS distribution is determined essentially by 
the competition among the close competitors for the worst-part title; 
and the chance that a non-competitive NSN will  rise above the others is 

*Mode1s"an"d Techniques for Recoverable Item Stocakge When Demand and the 
Repair Process are Nonstationary -- Part I:    Performance Measurement, 
N-1482-AF, May 1980, The Rand Corporation 
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remote. In the Honolulu Marathon, there are over 8000 runners, but those 
who can hope to win and set a record amount to 10 or so. So it 1s with 
aircraft parts in the real world. It doesn't have to be that way, but it 
actually works out that way when we look at real-world data. 

In past briefings, we have illustrated the dominance of a small group 
by displaying the min-bound NMCS probability density for all parts, and then 
contrasting that with the probability density for a very  small group of bad 
parts and, finally, with the worst part. Using some previous data for the 
48-PAA 8TFW, we obtained Figure B-1. The curve labeled "All Parts" was based 
on the actual stock levels for all NSNs; to obtain the curve labeled "6 Parts," 
we gave infinite stock to all NSNs except the six worst. As can be seen, the 

Figure B-1 

, rffii    RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CRITICAL PARTS 
'si'- h AND NMCS (100% CANN) 
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NMCS »IRCR»FT 

min-bound NflCS density function hardly changed, showing that the six parts 
were dominant. For the curve labeled "Worst Part", we gave infinite stock 
to all NSNs except the worst one. The distribution now changed which shows 
that the "worst part" does not always win and does have some competiition 
from the other five. 

Figure B-2 shows another variation on the theme. Here the demand 
of the worst part has been doubled. As can be seen, it now dominates all 
the others. 
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Figure B-2 
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Another illustration we have used is shown in Figure B-3. The left-side 
set shows two NSNs with identical backorder distributions. Applying equations 
(1), (2), and (3) yields the density function shown at left bottom. The aver- 
age NMCS is a little greater, 5.22, than the 4.0 it would have been had there 
been only a single dominant part. The right-hand set of diagrams shows what 
happens when there is no very close competition to the worst part. Here the 
competition is between a 5.8 EBO NSN and a 2.0 EBO NSN. The min-bound NMCS 
is affected hardly at all by the 2.0 EBO NSN, although there is a little in- 
crease (from 5.8 to 5.9) due to the small probability that NSN 2 will cause 
more holes than NSN 1. 

Figure B- -3 
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In Figure B-4, we expand the right-hand side of Figure B-3 to show more 
explicitly the numerics. 

Figure B-4 
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NSN 2 does affect somewhat the shape of the min-bound NMCS probability 
density below k = 5 but it has little effect above k = 5 where the values of 
NSN 1 dominate.    The extension to many NSNs is obvious, where the only sig- 
nificant NSNs with regard to the min-bound NMCS will  be the ones with non- 
unity values at high hole-levels. 

Since no very great significance attaches to the precision with which 
we estimate the min-bound NMCS from the plots in the S-R Space, the above 
illustration makes it ouite plausible that we are rather close to the cor- 
rect value by taking the dominant part if one part dominates;  if two or 
three compete for domination,  the NMCS caused by the worst one could be 
increased by 20-30% for estimating purposes. 

It is worth noting in passing that these calculations do not depend 
on the Poisson assumption although we used it in the illustrations. Any 
pipeline distribution is all  right as long as the NSNs behave independently. 

We have illustrated in Figure B-3, right-hand side, that if one NSN 
has  lots of holes and the next NSN has less than half that amount,   the 
"final  NMCS" figure consists almost entirely of the holes from the one 
dominant NSN.    The non-dominant NSN contributes almost nothing of sig- 
nificance to the "final  NMCS". 

We all know that it is extremely unlikely for any two NSNs to have 
the same number of EBOs.    In most instances, one NSN will  have more EBOs 
and other NSNs will  have fewer EBOs.    That's nature; EBOs aren't evenly 
and fairly distributed among NSNs.    Nevertheless we consider for the 
moment a situation in which several   (N) NSNs have identically the same 
Poisson pipeline distributions and identicially the same non-zero number 
of EBOs.    We consider all other NSNs on an airframe to contribute zero 
holes; e.g., they never break.    In Figure B-5 we show the cumulative NMCS 
distribution had there been N = 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 identical  NSNs with 
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non-zero EBOs. In this example, SL = 1 and EPQ = 5; therefore EBO " 4. 
From the median (50th percentile) we see that each additional pair of 
NSNs contributes marginally less and less to the "final NMCS". Figure 
B-6 shows the discrete NMCS probability density functions corresponding 
to the cases shown in Figure B-5. We emphasize here that it is extremely 
unlikely for there to be as many as 6 or 8 or even 10 NSNs with identical 
numbers of EBOs. In that unlikely event, though, these extra NSNs with 
identical expected holes together marginally contribute no more than 
2 1/2 times the NMCS that the single, first NSN contributes. 

Another important point is that a "cluster" of NSNs with practically 
or very nearly all the same EBOs can be aggregated into a single NSN (for 
the purpose of NMCS calculation) with a resultant cumulative hole distri- 
bution such as the one shown for N = 4 in Figure B-5. That N = 4 cumulative 
hole distribution, referring to equation (2), is the N = 1 curve multiplied 
against itself (N = 1) four times. The N = 4 curve of Figure B-5, though, 
is also the Figure B-5 curve N = 2 curve multiplied against itself (N = 2) 
twice. We have conceptually aggregated two NSN cumulative hole distribu- 
tions into one hole distribution and then multiplied that "aggregated hole 
distribution" by another "aggregated hole distribution" where the aggre- 
gation of the "cluster" of two identical NSNs was done according to 
equation (2). There is, of course, no need for NSN "clusters" to contain 
identical backorders or hole distributions. We wish to make the point 
that a "cluster" of points in S-R Space can dominant the "final NMCS" 
figure just as can a single high EBO trouble-maker NSN. 

When a "cluster" of bad-actor NSNs stands far above other not-so-bad 
NSNs (badness measured in EBOs), the marginal increase in NMCS from all the 
other not-so-bad NSNs is small as a consequence of the examples illustrated 
in Figures B-1, B-3 (right side), and B-5. For a good example of such a 
"cluster" see the basic text's Figure 7 January S-R Diagram (page 27). 

Figure B-5 
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Figure B-6 
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Appendix C 

MODELING OF INDENTURE RELATIONSHIPS 

The Dyna-METRIC (DM) runs which we used for comparing to the MICAP 
estimates did not exercise the model's built-in capability to assess LRU 
awaiting parts time (AWP) caused by possible shortages of SRUs.    In this 
appendix, we explore the contribution of the indenture relationship to the 
pipeline quantity and through them to the EBOs. 

We ran Version 3.04 of Dyna-METRIC both with and without the SRUs 
modeled.    For the runs which incorporated the SRU-LRU indenture relation- 
ship, we set the SRU stocks to zero.    We did so because:    (1) we do not 
have "good" stock level  data on SRUs and (2) SL=0 serves as a bounding case 
(i.e., predicts the maximum AWP due to SRUs) because the real  stock will 
generally be greater than that. 

The results are shown in Figure D-1  for the 18TFW F-15s with the prin- 
cipal  comparison being between the two columns under "Total  Pipeline." 
"W/0 SRU" means that SRUs weren't included at all, and that is equivalent 
to having as many SRUs as needed.    "Zero SRU Stock" means the SRUs were 
modeled under the assumption that there was no stock, a condition that 
generates higher AWPs than a run using real SLs.    The difference between 
these two show the effect of modeling the indenture relationship.    In some 
instances the AWP increase the pipeline by as much as 80 percent.    Of 
course, had we used the actual  SRU stock levels, the difference would have 
generally been still  less.    Nevertheless,  some of the NSN's EPQs should 
probably have been increased by 50 percent or more in the Dyna-METRIC run 
for an apples-with-apples comparison with the MICAP data. 

The EBOs are quite low in either case, especially compared to the 
values estimated from MICAPs, which is the point this appendix illustrates. 

A fifty-percent increase would have little effect on the 18TFW Dyna- 
METRIC S-R diagram itself,  simply because all  of the NSNs plotted (50 of 
them)  fell  in the low EPQ/low EBO region.    This fundamental  Dyna-METRIC/D029 
output is evident from the "pipeline" and "EBO" columns, both of which 
show low values. 

How well  does the Dyna-METRIC model  capture the LRU-SRU indenture 
dynamics?    The "AWP" column shows the "max" DM AWP quantity and compares 
it to the "historical" data of some seven months.    In two instances the 
historical  data show about three to four times as many NSNs awaiting parts 
as the DM run.    In a few instances, on the other hand, DM shows more in AWP 
status than the historical  data.    And these observations bring us face-to- 
face with yet another question, which we address below. 

What cannibalization policy should be applied to LRUs which are await- 
ing parts?    Just as in the model  of a Wing where we defined a min-bound 
NMCS by assuming holes were maximally consolidated, so too here can we 
postulate a 100 percent cann mode being applied to LRUs.    That consolidates 
the SRU holes into the fewest LRUs so that only some of them are held in 
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AWP status.    That is,  in fact, the option we used in the DM run on AWPs, 
and it has the effect of generating the smallest-sized AWP that we can 
achieve.    In the absence of such assiduous canning, the AWP numbers could 
easily be many times greater if no or few canns were done. 

To illustrate the alternative model  -- no SRU canns -- we reran DM 
with the switches set up that way.    When we made the "cann/no cann" compari- 
son, we got the surprising result that the "no cann"  in some cases gave 
fewer AWP than the "cann".    In consultation with RAND, we were told these 
subroutines were unreliable in Version 3.04 but they had been fixed in the 
most recent version.    To some extent, then, we are unsure about the entire 
LRU-SRL) modeling results reported here. 

When we look at the "Demand/Fly Hours" data in Figure D-1, the D029 
and "Hist" columns seem reasonably consistent, especially when one notes 
that the Hist data (a 7-month average) also includes CNDs not present in 
the D029 data. 

The "RCT" column contains interesting data.    The "Hist" column shows 
the average repair cycle time for the NSN under two conditions:    time spent 
awaiting parts is  (1) excluded (2)  included.    Note that in most instances, 
the RCT with AWP time included pretty much accounts in both directions for 
the difference in AWP between "DM" and "Hist".    For the DM run we used the 
SRU wartime order and ship time (OST) of 23 days specified in D029 instead 
of the peacetime values of 7-14 days.    Since we also were working with an 
assumed zero stock level  for each SRU,  the AWP was directly driven by OSTs. 
We chose to use the higher wartime OST in order to show the largest effect. 
That appears to have been too little in some cases, too much in others. 
The high RCT when AWP time is included and its correlation with "Hist" AWPs 
along with the fact that it is a potential  explanation of the DM/MICAP 
differences make it tempting to speculate that at least a part of the dis- 
crepancy lies in  incorrect SRU's OSTs.    However, we also realize that less- 
than-100% canns would also generate the same effects, so we can't pick 
either. 

In summary, an haruspex looking at these data could conclude that 
DM/D029 modeling of AWPs would not account for a significant part of the 
DM/MICAP discrepancies.    In addition, there is more than a little possi- 
bility that either the data (SRU OSTs) or the model   (cann policy?)  is not 
capturing what is going on. 
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Appendix D 

THE SAMPLING STATISTICS OF EBOs ESTIMATED BY MICAP DATA 

In general when a statistic (in our case the EBO) is estimated fron 
a limited amount of data (in our case MICAP-hours accumulated over a 
month's period), the estimated values will vary from month to month to a 
degree determined by the intrinsic variability of the process. Increasing 
the sample size (i.e., basing the estimate on N months of data instead of 
on a single month) diminishes the variability of the estimate if random 
effects alone account for the variability. 

We have seen in figures 8 and 11 that the estimated EBOs for a 
particular NSN do change from month to month. The question inevitably 
arises: Are the fluctuations random or are they due to non-random real- 
world influences? A step along the road to answering that question will 
be taken when we can say to what extent random effects alone would cause 
the estimate to vary from month to month. In this appendix we will move 
usefully along the road and obtain a "feel" for the answer. 

We take the Dyna-METRIC model as a starting point: It asserts that 
the pipeline quantity for an MSN has a Poisson distribution. Moreover, we 
know that the variance of a Poisson distribution is numerically equal to 
the expected value; that the standard deviation (s.d.) is the square root 
of the variance; and that in a single sample of the pipeline the observed 
quantity will be within *1 s.d. with approximately a 0.66 probability, 
or within *2 s.d.'s with a 0.95 probability. For a numerical example, 
consider the pipeline EPQ to be 16. The s.d. would be 4; and with proba- 
bility 0.66 we would expect single observation to yield a value between 
12 and 20, or with probability 0.95 a value between 8 and 24. 

If instead of taking a single sample, we took N independent samples 
and averaged the values, we would usually find the average lying closer 
to the EPQ. In fact, 

Variance of N-observation average = (Variance of single observation) T N. 

In our previous example, if we took 16 independent samples and aver- 
aged them, the variance of the average would be 1, as would the s.d. 
Hence the average of the 16 independent observations would lie within the 
range 15 to 17 with probability 0.66 or 14 to 18 with probability 0.95. 

The above several paragraphs make assertions about variances of 
pipeline quantities, but we are mostly interested in the EBO variance. 
The connection of the pipeline variance with the EBO variance is quickly 
made, however, in the 45-degree region: The variances are numerically 
equal. Indeed, since a "MICAP sample" is equivalent to a "pipeline 
sample", we should expect estimates based on MICAPS to behave (in the 
45-degree region) like estimates based on observations of pipeline quan- 
tities. Thus, by averaging N independent samples of backorders, we 
should reduce the variance by 1/N. 
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If the points do not lie in the 45-degree region, the EBO variance 
win  be less than that of the pipeline.    The SL curves serve to "map" the 
pipeline quantity into a backorder quantity, and in regions other than the 
45-degree one have lesser slopes. 

When we base estimates on Wing-reported data, a difficulty unfortu- 
nately arises:    Samples of MICAPS taken at hourly intervals are not statis- 
tically independent; and because of that, the simple division of the variance 
by N is no longer the correct way to calculate the variance of the averaged 
estimates.    That the MICAP value observed at one hour for an NSN is correlated 
to the previous hour's MICAPs, and to the hour's before that,  is intuitively 
obvious.    When samples are correlated, then each additional  observation con- 
tributes some new information, but much of it is not new and was contained 
in prior observations.    Thus N correlated observations are not as valuable, 
statistically, as N uncorrelated observations.    How much value is lost 
depends on how strong and how long the correlations are. 

The correlation between the present period of time and an earlier period 
is determined by the common events they share.    Today's pipeline quantity 
would be higher if there were a random occurrence of high demands three days 
ago which have not yet been repaired.    Indeed, the correlation with past 
events gets fainter the further back we go, and there is no correlation with 
a period when demands have all  been repaired.    It's a pretty good approxima- 
tion to think of the present period's correlation being very weak with 
periods farther back than the average repair time.    Thus, base repair lines 
have short memories,  the CIRF has a longer one,  and the depot repair 
lines generally have the longest. 

To get a feel  for "how many samples we get in a month's worth of MICAP 
data," we resorted to a quick simulation of the statistical  process: 

0   A Poisson random number generator produced a string 
of "daily demands" according to a specified EPQ. 

0   We postulated a fixed repair period T,  so that the 
pipeline quantity (PQ)  on a given day was the sum of 
the recent T days of demands. 

0 We set a stock level (SL), and hence the backorder 
(BO) value on a particular day was PQ-SL, negative 
values were set equal  to zero. 

0   For each day, the number of BOs gave the MICAP-days. 

0    We accumulated the above MICAP-days (which changed 
from day to day) for one month (30 days) and divided 
by 30 to get the average "holes per day" for that 
month for that NSN. 

0    We let the process run for 400 months and computed 
the average of the 30-day averages as well  as the 
variance of the 30-day averages. 
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We then changed the parameters of interest and r 
ran the simulation to explore the sensitivities. 

re- 

The results are plotted in Figure D-1.    Even with a 400-month simula- 
tion for each point, there is still  appreciable variation of each point from 
the smooth curve we would anticipate from an infinite sample size.    Even so, 
the principal  behavior is clear.    For a given EPQ,  a larger repair time 
produces a larger EBO variance simply because less information is obtained 
from a one-month sample of data. 

Figure D-1 

VARIANCE OF 30-DAY ESTIMATE OF EBO 
(400-llonth Simulation per Point) 

-i r 
5.0        10        20 

1 1 r 
50        100        200 500 

EXPECTED PIPELINE QUANTITV 

In the 45-degree region of the S-R plots, i.e., for EPQs large vis-a- 
vis the stock level, the variance of the 30-day average is independent of 
stock level, although at low EPQs it is clearly SL-dependent as we would 
expect.    We extracted the data shown in Figure D-2 from the line through 
EPQ = 10. 
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Figure 0-2 

Effective Sample Size for 30-day Estimates 

Repair Time Var- iance of 30- Effective 
(days) day EBO Average Sample Size 

2 0.84 11.90 
5 1.70 5.88 

10 3.00 3.33 
20 5.40 1.85 
30 7.00 1.43 

Since for single observations the variance of the observed EBO would 
have been 10, we define the "effective sample size" to be the number of 
independent observations that would have yielded the same variance reduction 
as the 30-day average of the correlated data.    The effective sample sizes 
shown in the figure are somewhat less than 2 for depot-repaired NShJs (20 to 
30 days repair time), 3 or 4 for CIRF-repaired NSNs (10 days repair time), 
or about 6 for on-base repairs. 

These are not very large sample sizes, and considerable variation of 
the month-to-month MICAP data estimates would be expected due only to 
random effects alone under a Poisson pipeline assumption. 

We noted in Appendix A that the 45-degree region of the S-R Space is 
distribution independent--and it is,  insofar as we are concerned with expec- 
tations such EPQ and EBO.    Such theoretical  expected values, crudely speaking, 
are calculated for an infinite sample size and consequently enjoy zero sam- 
pling variance.    Quite clearly at something less than infinite sample sizes, 
the sampling variance of an EBO estimate will  depend on the underlying var- 
iance of the pipeline distribution.    Such variances could, in practice, be 
either larger or smaller than the simple Poisson distribution intrinsic to 
Dyna-flETRIC.    Obviously, the question of the underlying pipeline distribution 
is of great importance.    In spite of the very great mathematical   benefits 
that conveniently flow from the Poisson's properties -- and on which Dyna- 
METRIC intrinsically depends -- the pipeline distributions of the important 
NSNs may quite possibly not be Poisson.    Indeed, a non-Poisson variance may 
ultimately be more significant than a non-Poisson EPQ. 
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